


Meet Peel.

Just as everyone has a thing that they love,
Peel’s favorite thing to do is give hugs.
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One fine morning, Peel set off from his home
to find what adventure today would hold.



On the way, Peel met Eggwin, his eggplant friend,
who asked if he could have a hug, please.
So Peel wrapped his arms all the way around Eggwin
and gave his friend a healthy, warm squeeze.



At school, other kids lined up to get a hug.
There was Pepper, Dill, Podrick, and even Spud,
( and Eggwin clearly just could not get enough ).
One by one, Peel gave to each a sweet, gentle hug.



This was tremendously fun for Peel,
but still he wanted to do even better.
Then he dreamed up a big idea:
Peel would give the biggest hug hug ever!

So he stretched and swung his arms a bit,
then he hurried off, lickety-split!



Peel dashed into the woods behind the school,
finding a family of bunnies finishing a meal.
   The big bunny wiggled and jiggled her nose,
   which seemed to mean she enjoyed meeting Peel.



To celebrate meeting his new neighbor, 
Peel grew a few sizes and hugged the big bunny!
   She squealed with glee to her hoppy family,
   who might’ve thought that hugs look quite funny.



Peel knew of bigger hugs hugs to be given,
so he climbed up into a towering tree.
   He spotted a group of jumbo jungle birds,
   just lounging around in the high canopy.



Peel knew getting a hug hug was the best,
so he stretched and flexed and grew very strong.
   He wrapped his arms around the biggest bird there,
   who spread open her wings and burst into song!



Peel flew to the arctic, 

where dolphins were swimming in the sea.

There were humpback and orca whales

who wanted in on Peel’s hugging spree,

Peel glided from the trees out into the sea,
looking for someone else to give a hug hug to.
   He saw in the water a pair of large dolphins
   who ached to show Peel just what they could do.



The dolphins swam fast and splashed up from the deep!
Peel was amazed and eager to show his glee,
   so he leapt and stretched and gave one a quick hug hug 
   before it fell back in the shimmering sea.



Peel knew the biggest hug hug had yet to be given,
and he looked up to find that the moon had risen.

The moon looked small from his point of view,
but Peel knew he was actually quite hu ge,
and being so far away from the fun today
had left him feeling quite lonely and blue.



Peel was the only one who could help,
because he knew what a good hug could do!
   So he stretched and he flexed, 
   ( he did some yoga, too. )  
   Then he dashed, he grew, he leapt and he flew...



Peel gave a great big hug hug to the great big moon!
Peel shared the one gift that he had to share
by letting the moon know how much he cared.

The moon’s frown waned and weakened a little,
so Peel squeezed his arms a bit tighter still.
He knew the hug hug was not finished until...



...the moon couldn’t help but grow full of delight!

And Peel thought, as he 
wished the moon a good night,
that must have been the  
biggest hug hug ever... right?



When Peel got back to the grove where he lived,
there was one more hug hug waiting for him to give.



He hugged the banana who was his mom.

And though Peel had hugged the biggest things ever, 
( and even though his mom was quite small, )
    Peel had so much love in his heart for her
    that this was truly the biggest hug of them all.



When Peel finally let go,
it was time for bed, but on the way,

he told Mom about all the hugs he gave that day.

The End
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